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Introduction

Common themes of presentations
Key current issues for energy market reform

Vertical linkages between generators and retailers
Substantial de-integration between regulated and unregulated entities, but 
substantial integration between retailers and generators
Central to recent merger case: AGL v ACCC [2003] FCA 1525
Energy Reform Implementation Group has identified vertical integration 
between retailers and generators as a key issue for the structure of electricity 
markets

Numerous reforms to regulation of monopoly assets being pursued
New institutions, separation of rule making from enforcement and greater 
national character
Numerous reviews of principles of regulation
Re-write of legislation and subsidiary instruments to improve clarity and 
increase in degree of direction to the regulator
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Bushnell et al, Vertical Arrangements (Feb 2005)

Focus: effect of ‘vertical arrangements’ on 
competitiveness of generation market
Two forms of ‘vertical arrangement’

Generator contracts with retailers (demanded by retailers 
to cover their fixed price obligations)
Generator ownership of a retailer (which results in a direct 
fixed price obligation)

Three markets considered:
California: very little vertical arrangements
PJM: arrangements take form of ownership
New England: arrangements take form of contracts
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Bushnell et al., Vertical Arrangements (Feb 2005)

Method:
Theoretical prediction of spot price outcomes, with and without 
considering effect of vertical arrangements on spot prices
Comparison with the actual spot price outcomes

Findings (over the summer of 1999):
‘Cournot’ bidding behaviour fits the data well, provided that effect of 
vertical arrangements on bidding incentives is considered

Extent of vertical arrangements had a substantial effect on competitiveness of 
outcomes

Existence of market structure is also important (as it drives the 
predicted Cournot outcomes),  but differences in ‘market rules’ seemed 
less important
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Implications of Findings

Regulators / policy makers would be mad to ban contracting / integration 
like the CPUC did

Although it seems that the CPUC may have been treated unfairly!

Number of implications for market simulation modelling:
Important to factor in the effect of contract cover on bidding behaviour

This is already commonly done
Although public information on generator contract cover is limited

Some empirical support for assuming Cournot bidding behaviour
Again, this is commonly undertaken

Vertical integration is preferable to no vertical arrangements at all (s.t. 
caveat at end). But what form for vertical arrangement is preferable: 
contracting or ownership?

Not a focus of the study – but the differences between New England (contract) 
and PJM (ownership) may yield some insight…
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Contracting vs. vertical integration (I)

Is there a difference in coverage of generator
load between contracting and ownership?

Output 
Share

Load 
Share

Under/Over 
Contract

Output 
Share

Load 
Share

Under/Over 
Contract

New England (Contract) PJM  (Ownership)
Northeast Util. 27% 31% -4% Public Service Elec. 18% 17% 1%
PG&E N.E.G. 15% 18.5% -4% PECO 17% 9% 8%
Mirant 5% 0 5% GPU, Inc. 17% 15% 2%
Sithe 7% 0 7% PP&L Inc. 15% 10% 5%
FP&L 5% 0 5% Potomac Electric 11% 10% 1%
W isvest 4% 5% -1% Baltimore G&E 10% 11% -1%
Duke Energy 2% 0 2% Delmarva P&L 4% 6% -2%
Other 37% 41% -4% Edison 4% 0% 4%

Atlantic City Electric 2% 4% -2%
Other 2% 17% -15%

Average Under / Over (Abs. Values) 3.9% Average Under / Over (Abs. Values) 4.1%

Bushnell et al, Vertical Arrangements, (Feb 2005), Table 1.
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Contracting vs. vertical integration (II)

Is there a difference in performance between
contracting and ownership?

Bushnell et al, Vertical Arrangements, (Feb 2005), Table 3.

Predicted (Cournot) Price vs. Actual Price
Mean 

Predicted 
Price

Mean 
Actual 
Price Difference

Median 
Predicted 

Price

Median 
Actual 
Price Difference

All Hours
New  England (Contract) 38.32 36.96 3.7% 31.66 28.52 11.0%
PJM (Ow n) 49.06 45.92 6.8% 31.27 20.99 49.0%
Peak
New  England (Contract) 52.83 55.05 -4.0% 40.35 33.16 21.7%
PJM (Ow n) 87.05 97.31 -10.5% 36.00 33.17 8.5%
Off Peak
New  England (Contract) 32.09 29.18 10.0% 30.06 26.61 13.0%
PJM (Ow n) 32.73 23.84 37.3% 30.00 18.10 65.7%
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Issues for further consideration

The full model for the effect of vertical arrangements is a 
more complex (at least once the market learns…)

Can current-period bidding strategies affect forward contracts / retail 
prices?

A link between the two will mean that the optimal bidding strategy must change

Why do generators voluntarily sign contracts that mitigate their market 
power?

Prudential requirements for debt providers?

Full effects of contracting vs. ownership may be more 
complex

Illiquidity causes integration, which causes further illiquidity etc
Effect on new entry
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Steve Boulton: Requirements of Investors

Important challenges for the infrastructure sector 
(with a specific emphasis on electricity):

Fast growth in electricity usage, reflecting economic 
growth
Increasing ‘peakiness’ of load
Increasing demand for improved quality of supply, driven 
by the digital economy
Previous bubbles of growth catching up

Number of key features for regulatory regimes were 
identified
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Backdrop in Australia

Independent regulation / formal price control has been 
undertaken in Australia for about 10 years

Short time compared to the UK, a very short time compared to the US
While very difficult to assess, my view is that the quality of 
regulation of energy assets in Australia generally has been 
good:

Observable service performance has improved for many businesses, 
even in the face of price and expenditure reductions
Regulated businesses remain attractive

But there is always scope to improve the quality of regulation:
Theme of recent reforms
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Investor requirements and energy regulation

Consistency, stability and predictability (long term 
investments)

Creation of the AEMC as rule-maker, with greater codification of 
standard regulatory practice

Competitive return
Appropriate level, degree of ‘inertia’ in key parameters

AEMC second draft rule proposal
Protection of regulatory asset values

AEMC second draft rule proposal and regulatory practice

Balanced and transparent
Merit review

MCE proposal for energy sector

Recognition of future expenditure requirements
Regulatory practice
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Other important features of regulation

Theme of investors’ requirements: appropriate certainty over 
the recovery of costs
Incentive structure on regulated firms

Plenty of evidence that regulated businesses respond to well-directed 
financial incentives to improve performance, but need to be balanced 
against risk

Regulatory oversight where incentives do not work
Cost-benefit analyses of electricity transmission investments

Incentive structure on users of the system
Need to signal to users of electricity networks the (time-varying) cost of 
using electricity
Metering is a key
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Conclusions

Two very important contributions that demonstrate 
the variety of issues confronting regulation in the 
energy sector

Vertical integration – watch this space

Price regulation – recognition of investor issues
But whether they have been recognised in the way that 
investors would like is another matter


